Systems Management: Decision Making for Leaders in a Complex World

Systems Management (SM) is the study of defense acquisition, design, and management systems in accordance with performance requirements, budget, and schedules. This means you will study the engineering relationships between the management tasks of staffing, organizing, planning, and financing, as well as the human element in production, research, service and Army organizations. This highly relevant, contemporary program builds on the traditional roles of the basic applied sciences and systems analysis while emphasizing management functions in a technical setting.
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Enjoy critical thinking?  
Want to earn a technical degree with flexibility?  
Want to study complex problems internationally?

Choose an engineering major with flexibility.  
Challenge your leadership skills.  
Choose SM!

There’s an app for that.

Study abroad or double major.  
Flexibility to study abroad or double major.

Pick from a wide variety of specialty areas.

New!  
You can choose a year-long capstone.